1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

All investigations in the workup for epilepsy surgery aim to identify the epileptogenic zone sensitively and specifically. The trade-off between sensitivity and specificity often involves the invasiveness of the investigation. Interictal epileptiform discharges, also called spikes, in electroencephalography (EEG), electrocorticography (ECoG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) are often used to estimate the location of the epileptogenic zone, but spikes might not be very specific ([@bb0130], [@bb0200]). High frequency oscillations (HFOs, 80--500 Hz) are electrophysiological transients that are used as biomarkers for the epileptogenic zone in ECoG, and show a high sensitivity and specificity ([@bb0050], [@bb0085], [@bb0095]). The use of HFOs as a biomarker in non-invasive investigations is a topic of current research. Ripples (80--250 Hz) have been found in both EEG and MEG ([@bb0010], [@bb0100], [@bb0170], [@bb0180]). A specific and sensitive non-invasive biomarker would reduce the need for invasive investigations.

MEG is a promising recording technique for ripple analysis, because of its generally higher spatial resolution than clinical EEG. Analysis of ripples in MEG is a recent development. Few MEG studies have analysed high gamma or ripples in patients with epilepsy, either by looking at the spectral content ([@bb0055], [@bb0115], [@bb0135], [@bb0160], [@bb0210]), or by searching for short lasting oscillations that stand out from the baseline ([@bb0120], [@bb0170], [@bb0190]).

The large number of sensors in modern whole-head MEG systems is an advantage for localization, but makes visual analysis of ripples very time consuming. Automatic detection algorithms for invasive ripples have been developed, but direct application to MEG signals is difficult due to differences in signal characteristics. A recent study ([@bb0190]) used a detection algorithm to find ripples in MEG based on an increase in root mean square amplitude in 10 narrow frequency bands between 40 and 160 Hz. After rejection of possible artefacts and visual validation by two reviewers, ripples were identified in 8 out of 17 patients. This algorithm was developed to detect ripples with a high sensitivity. Another algorithm, developed by Burnos and colleagues ([@bb0030], [@bb0035]), identifies possible ripples by using the Stockwell entropy ([@bb0125]) of the signal and detects ripples based on the presence of a high frequency component with well-defined characteristics in the time-frequency spectrum. This algorithm was designed to detect ripples with a high specificity for the seizure onset zone.

The low amplitude of the ripples, combined with high amplitude background noise, result in a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and mean that it can be hard to (automatically) distinguish ripples from the baseline. In a previous study we have shown that the use of beamformer virtual sensors can increase the signal-to-noise ratio, and show ripples that were not visible in the physical sensors ([@bb0170]). These ripples were marked visually for 70 virtual sensors placed in a priori defined areas of interest. Covering the whole head with virtual sensors would increase the sensitivity, but at the same time would hugely increase the number of channels, rendering visual analysis impractical.

The aim of this study was to generate beamformer virtual sensors throughout the cortex to increase the chance of finding ripples, and to detect these ripples with an automatic detection algorithm with as little manual reviewing as possible. To enable automatic detection, we further increased the SNR by pre-processing the data with the extended signal space separation (xSSS) method, which combines efficient interference elimination and reduction of sensor noise (manuscript in preparation). We adapted the ripple detector algorithm developed by [@bb0030] to work with our MEG virtual sensor data. With this detector it was possible to automatically analyse the approximately 2400 beamformer virtual sensors for the presence of ripples, showing that the approach would be applicable in a clinical setting. We compared the identified ripple locations to the clinical information of each patient in order to determine the validity of the approach.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Patients {#s0015}
-------------

Patients with refractory epilepsy in the presurgical workup for epilepsy surgery at the University Medical Centre Utrecht, who had an MEG registration in 2012 or 2013 at the VU University Medical Centre in Amsterdam, were included. Patients without epileptic spikes in the MEG, according to the clinical report, were excluded, since patients with spikes have a higher chance of showing ripples ([@bb0110]). Also MEG recordings with extensive high frequency artefacts were excluded. We determined the resected brain area in patients who had undergone surgery based on post-surgical MRI (if available) or based on a description of the surgery. Patients were considered seizure free if they had an Engel score of 1 at the longest available follow up. All patients or caretakers gave written informed consent for use of their data for research.

2.2. MEG data acquisition {#s0020}
-------------------------

MEG recordings were performed with a 306-channel whole head Elekta Neuromag® system (Elekta Oy, Helsinki, Finland) in a magnetically shielded room (VacuumSchmelze GmbH, Hanau, Germany). The system consists of 102 sensor units, each with two gradiometers and one magnetometer. Four or five head localization coils continuously recorded the position of the head in the MEG helmet. The data were recorded with a 1250 Hz sampling frequency, a low-pass anti-aliasing filter of 410 Hz and a high-pass filter of 0.1 Hz. Recordings were made with closed eyes, and in a supine position, to minimize head movement. A fifteen-minute resting-state interictal recording was used for analysis. Other recordings included a motor task and somatosensory stimulation, but these data were not used in this study. The position of the head localization coils and the shape of the scalp were digitized using a 3D digitizer (Fastrak, Polhemus, Colchester, VT, USA).

2.3. Anatomical MRI {#s0025}
-------------------

Each MEG recording was co-registered with a T1-weighted structural magnetic resonance image (MRI) of the patient with surface matching software developed by one of the authors (AH). This resulted in a co-registration error of approximately 4 mm ([@bb0205]). A single sphere, which fitted best to the outline of the scalp, was used as volume conductor model. This model was used for the beamformer analysis described below.

We used the same T1 MRI to reconstruct virtual sensors in the grey matter. This was done by segmenting the grey matter in SPM12 in Matlab (version 8.5.0; Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA), down sampling the grey matter voxels to get a minimum inter-sensor distance of 5 mm, and excluding all voxels below the nose. Cerebellar grey matter voxels were excluded, but deep structures like the hippocampus and interhemispheric grey matter were maintained. The remaining voxels were used as virtual sensor locations. The coverage of virtual sensors was visually checked for each patient. Each patient had between 2060 and 2788 virtual sensor locations (average 2421, [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Locations of beamformer virtual sensors for 4 different axial slices in patient 22. All grey matter voxels were segmented from the MRI and down sampled to a minimum inter-sensor distance of 5 mm. Cerebellar grey matter voxels were excluded, but deep structures like the hippocampus and interhemispheric grey matter were maintained.Fig. 1

2.4. Data processing {#s0030}
--------------------

We removed the signal from the head localization coils with a band-stop filter and applied the new cross-validation signal space separation (xSSS) method implemented in a research software module (Elekta MaxFilter version 3.0, not commercially available). Compared to the spatial SSS ([@bb0145]) and spatiotemporal tSSS ([@bb0150]), the xSSS method has two important novelties: cross-validation for extracting and suppressing uncorrelated channel artefacts and noise, as well as covariance-based regularization of the SSS reconstruction for reducing the sensor noise. Details of the xSSS pre-processing are described in [Appendix A](#s0100){ref-type="sec"}.

We used a scalar beamformer similar to Synthetic Aperture Magnetometry ([@bb2005]) that is implemented in a research software module (Elekta Beamformer version 2.2, not commercially available). The 80 Hz high-pass-filtered, pre-processed signal was used for data covariance, and the first 10 s of the unfiltered pre-processed signal were used to estimate noise covariance. Both magnetometer and gradiometer data were used to calculate the beamformer solution, so that the relative advantages of the two sensor-types are combined (i.e. magnetometers for deeper sources; gradiometers with higher SNR for superficial sources). Normalized beamformer weights were calculated and used to reconstruct time series for the virtual sensor locations ([@bb0040], [@bb0065], [@bb0075]).

2.5. Ripple detection {#s0035}
---------------------

Ripples were automatically detected in all virtual sensors by an adapted version of the HFO detector developed by [@bb0030], [@bb0035]. The original detector has previously been optimized for use on intracranial grid and depth electrode signals, which have a higher SNR than non-invasive MEG signals. We adapted the parameters of the detector and added extra requirements for true ripples to deal with the increased noise levels. The detector filtered all channels with an elliptic band pass filter between 70 and 253 Hz (− 3 dB points) with a stop band attenuation of 60 dB on both sides, and a band pass attenuation of 0.5 dB. The algorithm was applied on filtered individual channels and has a two-step approach: first a baseline was identified by computing the Stockwell entropy for 120 random one second epochs; samples with entropy higher than the threshold (0.85 ∗ maximum entropy) were considered as baseline. In the second step the ripples were identified. An envelope for all baseline segments was calculated with the Hilbert transform, a cumulative distribution function (CDF) of all segments was constructed, and the 98th percentile of this CDF was used as a threshold for potential ripples for that channel. When the Hilbert envelope of a channel exceeded this channel threshold for at least 20 ms, a potential ripple was found. A true ripple was defined when for a potential ripple a) the Stockwell entropy during the event was stable; the maximum entropy was smaller than 125% of the minimum entropy, excluding the first and last sample, b) the absolute amplitude was higher than the absolute amplitude plus one standard deviation of 1000 samples before and 1000 samples after the potential ripple, and c) a distinct component was present in the time-frequency spectrum between 40 and 250 Hz, detected by a peak above 40 Hz preceded by a trough in the power spectral density (PSD, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2Schematic overview of automatic ripple detection algorithm, with examples of a true ripple (left) and an event that is not in the final output of the detector (right), because the entropy is not stable over the length of the event. A) Unfiltered virtual sensor signal. B) 80 Hz high-pass filtered signal, showing the true ripple (left) and false detection (right). C) Stockwell entropy over the length of the event is stable for the true ripple (left), and irregular for the false detection (right). D) Time-frequency decomposition shows a high frequency component for the true ripple (\~ 100 Hz) and the spike that can be seen in part A (12--20 Hz, left), and less distinct components and high frequency artefacts for the false detection (right). E) The power spectral density (PSD) also shows the high frequency component in the true ripple (60--100 Hz, left), and the irregular high frequency activity for the false detection (right).Fig. 2

As automatic ripple detectors have the tendency to include a large number of false positives, we checked the performance of the detector in each patient by visually reviewing a selective set of detected ('true') ripples. All moments in time that at least one ripple was detected (ripple-times) were extracted, and the review set was comprised by a maximum of three randomly chosen virtual sensors with ripples at each ripple-time. The reviewer was presented a 10 s trace of the unfiltered virtual sensor at the time of the ripple, a 1 s trace of the unfiltered virtual sensor, and a 1 s trace of 80 Hz high pass filtered virtual sensor, with the marked event in all traces, in a custom-made graphical user interface. The reviewer determined if the automatically detected ripple was true or not. If more than half of the reviewed ripples at a ripple-time were considered true, all ripples at that ripple-time in all channels were considered true, also the ripples that were not included in the review set. As the review set consisted of maximum three ripples at a certain ripple-time, all ripples at that ripple-time were considered true if \> 66% of the ripples in the review set were considered true ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). This strategy minimized the number of ripples to be reviewed, while all ripple-times were evaluated. Potentially true ripples at the same time as artefact detections at other channels could be excluded with this approach. The reviewer was blinded for the clinical information and for the location of the channel that was reviewed. The location of the ripples in the analysis is the location of the virtual sensors in which ripples were detected. We did not systematically review the raw MEG data at the same time-points, because in an earlier study we found that at 78% of the ripple-times, the raw MEG only showed noise ([@bb0170]). We did review the unfiltered virtual sensor data to decrease the chance of marking artefacts. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows examples of events that were considered true ripples, and events that were considered artefacts, together with the physical sensor channels.Fig. 3Schematic overview of the review process. The automatic detector has detected ripples in all ∼ 2400 virtual sensor channels. All moments in time where at least one ripple was detected (ripple-times) were extracted, and a review set was comprised by a maximum of three randomly chosen virtual sensors with ripples at each ripple-time. The reviewer was presented a 10 s trace of the unfiltered virtual sensor at the time of the ripple, a 1 s trace of the unfiltered virtual sensor and a 1 s trace of the 80 Hz high pass filtered virtual sensor, with the marked event in all traces. The reviewer determined if the automatically detected ripple was true or not. If \> 2/3 of the reviewed ripples at a ripple-time were considered true, all ripples at that ripple-time in all channels were considered true, also the ripples that were not included in the review set.Fig. 3Fig. 4Examples of ripples that were approved (A + B) and not approved (C + D) during the visual check. On the left side we show the physical sensors after xSSS preprocessing closest to the virtual sensors that are shown on the right. The left part of each sensor set shows unfiltered data. The grey area is 80 Hz high pass filtered and shown on the right. Vertical lines indicate the same moment in time. In part A and B the true ripples are underlined, and a time frequency spectrum of each signal is shown below. Some sign of the ripple can be found in the physical channels, but only the virtual channels show a clear ripple. In part C and D the falsely marked ripples by the detector are underlined. These were discarded by the reviewer and not used for further analysis.Fig. 4

2.6. Spike dipole analysis {#s0040}
--------------------------

The primary, non-propagated, and therefore clinically most important epileptic spikes in the physical sensor channels were marked and evaluated for a clinical report by a team of clinicians, MEG/EEG technicians and physicists. These primary spikes were localized with a dipole fit at every sample from half-way of the flank preceding the top, to the top of the spike, with a single moving equivalent current dipole (using the Elekta Source Modelling software version 5.5). The locations of the fitted dipoles were used to compare with the locations of the ripples.

2.7. Analysis {#s0045}
-------------

The results of the ripples after automatic detection and review were visualized on axial slices of the patient\'s MRI, and in a 3D figure. The concordance between the area(s) with ripples and the area(s) with spikes in the MEG was assessed visually and was classified as good (+) if all ripples were located in the same lobe as the spike dipoles, moderate (=) if any ripple was located in the same lobe as the spike dipoles, and bad (−) for discordance. A similar classification strategy was used to assess the concordance between the area with ripples and the resected brain area for those patients who had undergone surgery. Concordance was good (+) if \> 50% of the ripple locations were included in the resection, at lobar level, moderate (=) if \< 50% ripple locations were included in the resection, and bad (−) for discordance. We classified the concordance between the MEG spike dipole locations and the resected brain area by using the same criteria as for ripples.

Twelve patients (14--25) had already been included in a previous study in which we visually marked ripples in a predefined area of interest using the same MEG recordings ([@bb0170]). Here, we were therefore able to compare the number of automatically identified ripple-times to the number of visually marked ripple-times in these patients.

Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 23 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA); a *p*-value \< 0.05 was considered significant.

3. Results {#s0050}
==========

3.1. Patients {#s0055}
-------------

Fifty-eight patients had an MEG recording in 2012 or 2013, of whom 32 did not show epileptic spikes in the clinical analysis. The MEG of one patient showed such artefacts that the patient had to be excluded from the analysis. The other 25 patients were included: they had a mean age of 12 years (range: 4--29) and 19 were male. Fifteen patients had undergone epilepsy surgery, for which the resection area was determined based on all available presurgical investigations, including MEG spikes ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). Ten patients were seizure free after surgery (Engel 1 outcome). The average follow up time for all patients was 2.2 years (range: 0.5--4 years).Table 1Patient characteristics, showing the location of MEG spikes, interictal EEG abnormalities, ictal EEG onset, PET abnormalities, SPECT abnormalities, pathology and/or MRI findings, and surgery with Engel outcome and duration of follow-up.Table 1Pt \#Gender/ageMEG spikesInterictal EEG abnormalitiesIctal EEG onsetPETSPECTPathology/MRISurgery (outcome)1M/21L/frontalL frontalNAL temporalNAMRI no abnormalitiesNo surgery2M/8R/frontalR centrotemporalR FrontocentroparietalNANAMultiple cortical tubersSubtotal resection R frontal tuber (1A, 3y)3F/14Bilateral frontalFrontal R \> LR frontalR frontalNAMRI no abnormalitiesNo surgery4M/25R/centralR parietocentralR parietocentralNANAGanglioglioma WHO I R postcentralLesionectomy R postcentral (1A, 3y)5F/28R temporoparietalBilateral frontalR frontalNANAGanglioglioma WHO I R frontalLesionectomy R frontal (1A, 4y)6M/5Bilateral centrotemporalR centrotemporalNANo abnormalitiesNAMRI no abnormalitiesNo surgery7M/12Bilateral fontal parasagittalBilateral frontalBilateral frontalNo abnormalitiesNAMRI no abnormalitiesNo surgery8M/5L frontal + L mesiotemporalL frontalL Frontal/frontotemporalNANACyst L frontalL frontal disconnection (3A, 3y)9M/4R occipitalR frontal + L parietalR parietal with fast spread to frontalR parieto-occipitalNAFCD ILAE ICR parietooccipital disconnection (3A, 3y)10F/5Diffuse/multifocalR frontocentralNANANAPorencephalic cyst R and tissue degeneration of basal nucleiR hemisferectomy (1A, 2y)11M/14L frontal + temporooccipitalL parietalL posterior temporalL temporoparietalNAGanglioglioma L anterior basotemporal, WHO I, with associated FCD, ILAE IIIBLesionectomy L temporo-occipital basal (2A, 3y)12M/4R frontal + widespreadMultifocal: R frontolateral, R temporal, L temporalNo lateralisation or localisationNAMultifocal (L TP, L T, L PO, R P)Multiple cortical tubersNo surgery13M/13Bilateral frontal and temporalMultifocal: R frontolateral, R occipital, L frontolateralMultifocal, most prominent R frontolateralNAR frontalMultiple cortical tubersLesionectomy R frontal and temporal (4A, 3y)14M/7L/temporalPossible frontal focus, probably RNo lateralisation or localisationNo abnormalitiesNAMRI no abnormalitiesNo surgery15M/15R/temporal basalR fronto tempero basalR, not localizingNAR temporalMultiple cortical tubers, decreased grey and white matter differentiation R temporalR temporolobectomy with amygdalohippocampectomy (1A, 6md)16M/16R/temporal basalR anterior temporalR temporalR temporalR temporalMRI no abnormalitiesR temporolobectomy with amygdalohippocampectomy (1D, 1y)17F/16L/temporoparietalL fronto temporo basalR or L in different seizures.No abnormalitiesL temporalMinimal white matter malformations R frontalNo surgery18F/17R/frontocentralFrontocentral midline, probably more LBilateral frontocentralR centralNAMRI no abnormalitiesNo surgery19M/10Bilateral frontalBilateral frontal and generalizedNANANAArachnoidal cyst L temporalNo surgery20M/6L/temporal posteriorL temporal, more posteriorL posterior temporalNANAMultiple cortical tubers + SEGA R near intraventricular foramenResection of growing SEGA 3rd ventricle + tuber R frontal (4B, 1.5y)21M/6R/parietalR central paramedianR central paramedianR frontal or parieto-occipitalNAMultifocal gliosis, R \> LNo surgery22M/12R/temporal posteriorR hemisphere, most temporalR centrotemporalR temporo-parieto-occipitalR temporo-parietalMTS R, Wyler IVR temporolobectomy with amygdalohippocampectomy and lesionectomy R posterior parietal (1A, 1y)23M/14R/temporalR posterior temporalR posterior temporalR posterior temporalNAFCD ILAE IIA, R occipitotemporobasalR occipitotemporobasal resection (1A, 2y)24M/12R/frontocentralR frontal and centroparietalR temporal diffuseR anterior temporalNAVentricular cyst R frontal + MTS R, Wyler 2R anterior temporolobectomy with amygdalohippocampectomy (1C, 1.5y)25F/29L/parietotemporalNo clear interictal epileptiform dischargesL frontal and midlineNANAArteriovenous fistula L parietooccipitalLesionectomy of fistula, unable to resect seizure focus due to speech arrest (1D, 1.5y)[^1]

3.2. MEG pre-processing {#s0060}
-----------------------

The previous study ([@bb0170]) utilized the standard SSS methods for suppressing magnetic interference ([@bb0145], [@bb0150]). The cross-validation SSS method in the present study required more computing steps (see [Appendix A](#s0100){ref-type="sec"} for details). Altogether, the xSSS pre-processing time of a 15-min long recording was about 20 min on a 16GB RAM four-core Linux workstation (HP Z600). Creating the approximately 2400 beamformer virtual sensors took about 3 h on the same workstation.

3.3. Ripple detection {#s0065}
---------------------

The ripple detection algorithm processed batches of 100 virtual sensors with 15 min of signal in 45 min on an 8GB RAM, 2.6 GHz CPU laptop. Detecting ripples in all 2400 channels per patient took about 18 h. It identified ripples in all patients before visual review, on average 905 ripples per patient (range: 79--3924). The review set consisted of 11 to 546 ripples per patient (average 148), and it took approximately 5 min per patient to review this set. The number of ripples excluded after visual review varied from 67 to 2950 per patient (average 737). The ripple detection algorithm thus had a false positive rate of 81.5%. This high false positive rate was accepted to ensure a good sensitivity. The majority of false positive detections were movement artefacts or EMG-like activity.

3.4. Ripple rates {#s0070}
-----------------

After reviewing, 16 of the 25 patients (64%) showed ripples. In these 16 patients, on average 18 ripple-times were identified, which were on average 261 ripples per patient, with an average rate of 1.31 per minute ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). Ripples were found on 165 virtual sensors on average, and this number was not correlated to the total number of virtual sensors in a patient (Spearman\'s rho(23) = 0.36, *p* = 0.08).Table 2MEG results: number of virtual sensors (VS) in each patient, duration of the recording, location of the identified ripples, concordance between ripples and MEG spikes, concordance between ripples and the resection area, the number of moments that a ripple was found in at least one channel (ripple-times), the total number of VS that showed ripples, the ripple-times per minute, and the concordance between MEG spikes and the resection area. Concordance is classified as good (+), moderate (=) or bad (−).Table 2Pt \#VSDuration (min)Location MEG ripplesConcordance ripples with MEG spike dipolesConcordance ripples with resectionRipple-timesVS with ripplesRate/minConcordance spikes with resection1264914.8L frontal + occipital=241671.622244714.8N00+3248015.3Bilateral frontal + some widespread=428162.754238415.1R central++6360.40+5222414.4N00−6206110.0R centro-temporal+2210.207232618.3N008245415.6N00=922758.6R temporo-occipital++1220.12+10236317.1N00=11222715.0R frontal + L temporal=−8550.53=12226915.0R frontal + R fronto-central+151121.001327689.6R \> L parieto-occipital+=293683.02=14243614.6L fronto-temporal + R occipital−340.2115277815.0R temporal++13970.87+16231314.5R temporal posterior+=4120.28+17232115.0R temporal posterior−140.0718206014.7N0019245015.2Bilateral frontal+122600.792023645.7N00−21246313.6R parieto-occipital + some widespread+1093588.0122278816.5R parietal+=162850.97=23256415.2N00+24239315.0R central + L temporal + R occipital=−2190.13−25266315.0N00+[^2]

3.5. Ripple locations {#s0075}
---------------------

Visual analysis showed good concordance of the location of the ripples at the lobar level with the location of the MEG spikes in 10/16 patients with ripples. Four patients showed moderate concordance, because some ripple locations were outside of spike locations. Of these four patients, the main focus of ripples in two patients (1 and 3) was also a spike location. Bad concordance was seen in two patients (14 and 17), both with only few ripple-times (3 and 1) and few channels with ripples (4 channels both, [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). Examples for individual patients are shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 5Ripple results for three patients. Ripples are visualized in a 3D figure (top), as well as axial MRI slices (bottom right). The ripple locations are compared to the spike dipoles from the clinical report (bottom left). All three patients show good concordance with MEG spike dipoles, as all ripple locations are also spike locations at lobar level. For patient 6, ripples were found unilaterally right centro-temporal, and spike dipoles were fitted bilateral centro-temporal. This was classified as good concordance, as the ripple location was also a spike location. Patient 6 did not undergo surgery because the number of seizures was too low. Patient 13 underwent surgery where a cortical tuber right frontal and a tuber right temporal were removed, but the seizure frequency did not change (Engel 4B). Patient 15 underwent a right temporo-lobectomy with amygdalohippocampectomy and was seizure free (Engel 1A). Postoperative MRI was not available.Fig. 5

Eight patients with ripples underwent surgery, of whom five were seizure free after resection (Engel score 1). Patient 4 and 15 were seizure free, and the MEG ripples showed good concordance with the resection site. The other three patients who were seizure free showed a moderate (patient 16 and 22) or bad (patient 24) concordance between MEG ripples and the resection site. In all three a temporo-lobectomy with amygdalohippocampectomy was part of the surgery. The three patients with ripples who did not become seizure free showed good (patient 9), moderate (patient 13) and bad (patient 11) concordance with the resection site. Patient 9 had an incomplete resection of the lesion. The MEG spikes in patients 11 and 13 were multifocal, and did not perform better than ripples in identification of the resection site.

We also determined the concordance between the MEG spike dipole locations and the resection area. For the eight patients with ripples who underwent surgery the spike and the ripple concordance were the same in six patients, and the spikes performed better than the ripples in the other two patients. For all ten patients who underwent surgery with good outcome, the spikes showed good concordance with the resection site in six patients, moderate concordance in 2 patients and bad concordance in 2 patients ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}).

3.6. Comparison with visual analysis {#s0080}
------------------------------------

The number of ripple-times identified by automatic and visual analysis were comparable and not significantly different (Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test, Z = − 0.28, *p* = 0.78, [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). Only for patient 21 the difference was striking, as we found 109 ripple-times automatically, and only 19 by visual marking. This is probably due to the limited spatial sampling of the visually marked sensors.Fig. 6Number of automatically identified ripple-times compared to the number of visually marked ripples in ([@bb0170]). The numbers are comparable and not significantly different (*p* = 0.78).Fig. 6

Ripples were marked visually in 8/12 patients; in 6 of whom ripples were also found automatically. The two patients in whom visually marked ripples were not detected automatically had only 1 and 2 visual ripple-times. Two patients in whom we did not find ripples visually, showed ripples after automatic detection.

4. Discussion {#s0085}
=============

We show the feasibility of automatic detection and visualization of ripples in clinical MEG recordings. We used cross-validation SSS pre-processing and beamformer virtual sensors to increase the SNR and therefore were able to find ripples in 16 of the 25 patients in this study (64%). We validated these ripples by comparison with MEG spike dipole findings, which showed good or moderate concordance in 14 of the 16 patients with ripples. For six out of eight patients who had surgery, the ripple locations showed good or moderate concordance with the resection area: 4/5 with good outcome and 2/3 with poor outcome. Performing this analysis required only minimal review of the detected ripples, allowing for application in clinical practice.

The large amount of data of MEG routinely acquired in pre-surgical assessments requires a good data analysis strategy. The approach has to be accurate, as well as fast and easy to use for non-specialists, to be useful in clinical practice. Automatic detection algorithms for ripples usually have a high false positive rate, to ensure all true ripples are caught ([@bb0215]). This is especially crucial in MEG, where the ripple-rates are very low compared to intracranial recordings ([@bb0190], [@bb0170]). Visual review of the automatically detected events is usually the solution, but even this is a cumbersome job when \> 300 channels with 80 Hz high pass filtered signal have to be reviewed. Our proposed algorithm takes time to run -- approximately 3 h to create 2400 virtual sensor signals and 18 h to run the ripple detector on all these channels -- but these steps are unsupervised. Determining the virtual sensor locations can also be automated. By creating a smart subset of detected ripples to review visually, the time a reviewer needs to spend on ripple analysis in one patient is reduced to 5 min to check the subset of detected ripples and exclude the false detections. The complete procedure, from raw MEG data to detected ripples, took approximately 21.5 h per patient, in which maximum half an hour of human work is involved, to initially check the quality of the recording and to check the subset of detected ripples.

The fact that ripples can be found in non-invasive MEG and EEG was long considered impossible, because the generators would be too small ([@bb0185]). The number of studies disproving this statement is growing, especially in EEG. The high density of MEG sensors and the ease to create a forward model for MEG would suggest that MEG is more suitable for HFO analysis than clinical EEG. However the magnitude of the background noise in MEG, and the interference induced by electrical power lines, vehicles, or heart beats, for example, might deem this untrue ([@bb0195]). Passive or active shielding, smart geometry of gradiometers and magnetometers, synthetic higher order gradiometers ([@bb0195]), signal space separation ([@bb0145], [@bb0140]), and beamforming ([@bb0080], [@bb0170]) can be used to improve the SNR. In a previous study we have shown that it is possible to identify epileptic ripples in the time domain in MEG data that was pre-processed ([@bb0170]). In that study we only sampled a small area of interest, and calculated beamformer virtual sensors based on spike markings. In this study we used the whole 80 Hz filtered 15 min signal as data covariance, thus minimizing the effect of a small covariance matrix on the quality of reconstructed sources and power estimation ([@bb0025]). We further improved the SNR by using the cross-validation signal space separation (xSSS; manuscript in preparation) that reduced both magnetic interference and sensor noise. The resulting signals were of such quality that automatic detection of ripples was possible.

The rate of true ripples was 1.3/minute in patients with ripples, which is low, but comparable to visually marked ripples ([@bb0175]). One other study that automatically detected ripples in the time domain found ripples in 8 out of 17 patients (47%), without using beamformer virtual sensors, and found similar ripple rates ([@bb0190]).

Analysis of ripples can be difficult, as filtering of sharp transients can result in ripple-like oscillations ([@bb0020]). Filter artefacts of sharp transients show activity over all frequencies, low to high. Our automatic detector discards such high frequency activity that is part of broadband activity, because the power spectral density will not show a distinct high frequency peak ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}E). These ripples are considered artefacts. However, we often see ripples at the same time as epileptogenic spikes, which are not connected in the frequency spectrum, and therefore no filter artefacts. These were events that we considered as true ripples. Ripples in invasive recordings can also be a physiological phenomenon, and distinction between physiological and pathological ripples is difficult when no tasks are performed. Physiological ripples have not (yet) been found in spontaneous non-invasive recordings. As most ripples in our study seemed to relate to the epileptic focus, we assumed they were pathological.

With our proposed method, all moments a ripple was present in at least one channel (ripple-times) were considered. This resulted in a large area that seems involved in ripple generation. This is in contrast with the idea that ripples in intracranial ECoG are thought to be generated by only a small brain area ([@bb0090]). Reasons for the relatively widespread ripples in MEG can be found in the spatial smoothness of the measured magnetic fields ([@bb0005]), and the blurring effect, or leakage, of the spatial filtering beamformer algorithm ([@bb0015], [@bb0070]). The diameter of the ripple cluster seemed also larger than the spike clouds, but dipole clouds were the result of analysis of several selected spikes, fitted over multiple latencies, and presented here without confidence volumes, while ripples were detected on each virtual channel independently. For these reasons, determining the actual size of the ripple generating area and comparison with spikes is difficult. To be able to draw conclusions on the ripple generation area, we would at least need to reconstruct the sources of spikes and ripples in a similar fashion.

The results for ripples as marker for the resection area were not better than those for spikes, and spikes were a good marker. Ripples should not replace spikes as a biomarker, but they can be an addition to the spike information, to strengthen the result of the MEG. Of course the added value of ripples would be larger if we can also find them in patients without spikes in MEG.

We used these spikes as gold standard to determine the reliability of the detected ripples, which is not the best gold standard, but one that was available for all patients. The best gold standard for identification of the epileptogenic zone is seizure freedom after resective surgery. As MEG in our centre is used mainly for patients without a clear hypothesis about the epileptogenic zone, i.e. the most difficult cases, unfortunately only eight patients with ripples were considered eligible for epilepsy surgery, of which 5 were successful. The resection area was concordant with the MEG ripples in two of them. Interestingly, the other three patients had a temporo-lobectomy with amygdalohippocampectomy, which suggests that detection of deep mesiotemporal sources is difficult. The insensitivity of MEG to sources in the mesiotemporal lobe has been stated before ([@bb0060]), also for ripples ([@bb0190]). However, even for two of these difficult cases we still found moderate concordance, suggesting that the improved SNR offered by beamforming (and xSSS in this study) may come to our aid, as shown previously for interictal spikes ([@bb0080]). In the patients with poor outcome after surgery, ripples showed concordance with the resection area in two of the three patients, which can indicate that the resection was incomplete.

We included patients with spikes in the unfiltered MEG. The presence of spikes was not required to perform the analysis, but it increased the chance of finding ripples ([@bb0110]). We found ripples in 64% of the patients with spikes in the MEG, which is in line with 61--88% of focal epilepsy patients with ripples that are reported in scalp EEG ([@bb0010], [@bb0110], [@bb0175]). Our results also suggest that the chance of good localization is higher when the number of identified ripples is higher. Therefore the performance of the method might improve when longer epochs are analysed.

We used a method to facilitate ripple detection in the time domain, where the virtual electrode time series were constructed on the basis of the whole recording. The localization of the detected ripples could be improved by applying source localization in the ripple band at the ripple-times, combining information from all channels at all ripple-times, and thereby increases the SNR in the spatial and temporal domain. This would also give more insight in the true size of the ripple generating area. Methods such as beamforming ([@bb0075]) or the wavelet maximum entropy of the mean approach (wMEM, ([@bb0105])) could be used for such a next step to improve localization accuracy of the automatically identified ripples.

5. Conclusion {#s0090}
=============

We generated beamformer virtual sensors throughout the brain to increase the chance of finding ripples, and detected these ripples with an automatic detection algorithm with minimum human intervention. We have shown that this approach is feasible and that the identified ripples correlated with the MEG spike dipoles and with the resected area in the subset of patients who were successfully operated. Further validation of the MEG ripples as a biomarker for the epileptogenic zone has to be performed in a larger cohort of patients who underwent surgery. This automatic analysis method paves the way for such studies.
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Appendix A {#s0100}
==========

A.1. The cross-validation SSS method {#s0105}
------------------------------------

Signal Space Separation (SSS) ([@bb0145]) is a method for processing multichannel magnetic recordings on the basis of quasistatic Maxwell\'s equations and the geometry of the measurement. In MEG, SSS has been applied for suppressing external interference (software shielding), compensation for signal distortions caused by head movements, and normalization of head positions ([@bb0145]). The spatiotemporal tSSS method based on temporal correlations removes also nearby interference ([@bb0140], [@bb0150]). The cross-validation SSS (xSSS) method has two important novelties: cross-validation for extracting and suppressing uncorrelated channel artefacts and noise, and covariance-based regularization of the SSS reconstruction for reducing numerical reconstruction noise (manuscript in preparation; conference abstract has been presented by ([@bb0155])).

SSS reconstructions may suffer from artefacts or noise that are unique to a specific channel, as is the case when, for example, a channel is malfunctioning. Such artefacts may affect the accuracy of the SSS model and consequently leak to other channels. The cross-validation algorithm leaves out MEG channels one by one, and reconstructs, using SSS, the channel signal using the data from all other channels. The reconstructed signal is an accurate representation of the true signal, assuming perfect calibration accuracy and an overdetermined system, i.e., a multichannel recording with the number of channels exceeding the number of degrees of freedom. Even if the calibration information is not accurate, which affects the accuracy of the SSS model, the reconstructed channel signal based on cross-validation is still completely free of sensor noise and artefacts corresponding to the channel under investigation. Thus, the difference between the measured and reconstructed signal contains the signal component that does not have any correlation with the signals of other channels. The approach provides two important benefits: 1) It detects channels with large artefacts, e.g. due to a malfunctioning sensor, and neglects such channels in subsequent SSS reconstructions. 2) After the application of cross-validation, each channel signal is free of its own noise and artefact contribution that was originally uncorrelated with all other channels. The method, however, is not able to fully suppress spatial spreading of the uncorrelated sensor noise and artefacts to other channels, but the overall noise level will be reduced by cross-validation.

The spatial SSS transforms measured *N*-channel MEG signals *b* into *M* device-independent harmonic function amplitudes *x* (*M* \< *N*):$$b = \mathbf{S}\ x,$$where the matrix ***S*** contains the harmonic basis functions ([@bb0145]). Instead of estimating the amplitudes *x* with the pseudo-inverse,$$x = \left( {\mathbf{S}^{T}\mathbf{S}} \right)^{- 1}\mathbf{S}^{T}\ b,$$information of the signal and noise covariance matrices (***C***~x~ and ***C***~n~) provides efficient regularization for the estimates ([@bb0045]):$$x = \mathbf{C}_{x}\mathbf{S}^{T}\left( {\mathbf{SC}_{x}\mathbf{S}^{T} + \mathbf{C}_{n}} \right)^{- 1}\mspace{9mu} b.$$

The details of the covariance estimation are presented elsewhere (manuscript in preparation). After covariance-based estimation of *x*, the SSS-reconstructed signals have lower sensor noise over the whole frequency band.

The xSSS method can also be combined with temporal estimation and reduction of disturbance waveforms caused by nearby interference. The disturbing waveforms are estimated as in tSSS ([@bb0150]), but here they are projected out from the original signals *b* before any SSS operations. The cross-validation and covariance-based regularization are performed thereafter as described above.

A.2. Pre-processing pipeline {#s0110}
----------------------------

We used a research software module (Elekta MaxFilter version 3.0, not commercially available) for pre-processing the data in four steps:1)Computation of head positions and subtraction of the signal from the head localization coils, but no SSS operations ([@bb0165]).2)Identification of temporal waveforms caused by nearby interference sources, and time-domain projection of them from the data without doing SSS transform. We used a buffer length of 10 s and sub-space correlation of 0.9.3)Cross-validation based identification of channels exhibiting large uncorrelated artefacts or excessive noise, for neglecting such channels in SSS operations.4)SSS reconstruction using sensor-level cross-validation to subtract uncorrelated sensor artefacts and noise, and application of noise and signal covariance information in the SSS transform to reduce the sensor noise in the whole frequency band.

The steps could be performed in a single script which processed the whole pipeline automatically. We took a two-step approach by checking for channels with artefacts after step 3. The whole pre-processing of a 15-min long MEG recording took about 20 min on a four-core Linux workstation with 16GB RAM.

The authors would like to thank Ida Nissen for help with patient selection, and the MEG technicians at the VUmc, Nico Akemann, Marlous van den Hoek, Karin Plugge, Peterjan Ris, Irene Ris-Hilgersom and Ndedi Sijsma, for the recording of the MEG data and/or the clinical MEG analyses.

[^1]: *M: male, F: female, L: left, R: right, SEGA: subependymal giant cell astrocytoma, FCD: focal cortical dysplasia, MTS: mesiotemporal sclerosis, WHO: world health organization classification for tumors, ILAE: international league against epilepsy classification for focal cortical dysplasia, NA: not available*.

[^2]: *L: left, R: right, N: none*.
